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In Bloom Spiked Seltzer
Self Initiated
With the popularity of spiked seltzers on the rise and the
winter months clearing away to make room for sweltering
afternoons and light-filled evenings, In Bloom Spiked Seltzers
are the perfect refreshment to sip while watching the sun set
from your porch. Made for those who want all the fun of a
spiked seltzer but crave an elevated flavor profile, In Bloom
combines the freshest fruit with delicate notes of Spring.
Inspired by the cherry blossoms that bloom above reflection
pools, In Bloom reflects the all natural contents inside of the
bottle onto it’s nature-inspired packaging.
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A Practice a Day Infographic
DES 225 • Cielle Charon
Inspired by a desire to explore a more thorough yoga
practice, A Practice a Day infographic deck seeks to translate
information design in a playful and accessible way. Made into
a deck of cards that combines data collected, facts, and yoga
specific information, A Practice a Day is for any amateur yogi
looking to dive deeper into the benefits of a daily practice.
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Box Label
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Pose Cards

Data Key Cards
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A Practice a Day Infographic
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Söhne Type Specimen
DES 254 • Egon Selby
Much like the typeface, this type specimen exists as an homage
to the MTA’s Graphics Manual of 1970. Inspired by both
Akzidenz-Grotesk and Helvetica, Söhne is showcased in this
specimen as a bridge between the materiality of its forefathers
and its existence in a digital world. By placing the same
specific guidelines onto Söhne, which were laid out by the
MTA when utilizing Akzidenz-Grotesk or Helvetica, this type
specimen seeks to see if Söhne is up to the same challenge.
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Night and Day Chocolate
Self Initiated
The approach to this design was inspired by the opposing
sides of the Willamette river in Portland, Oregon. One side
is a metropolis; tall buildings, Art Deco design, and bustling
bodies consume the streets of downtown Portland. On the
east side, things move a bit slower; the quirky, colorful houses
line neighborhood streets and the Batista at your favorite
coffee shop knows your name. Night and Day Chocolate
exists in the Venn-diagram of these two converging sides
of this city, the elegant and the quirky, the new and the old.
Utilizing minimalistic illustration, funky type pairings, and
sleek packaging design, Night and Chocolate is made for any
Portlander on either side of the river.
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ASPCA 2020 Annual Report
DES 200 • Jordan Rosenblum
The approach to this design was inspired by the Bauhaus
and their belief that form follows function. While translating
the playful friendliness of the ASPCA, this annual report
employs illustration alongside simple, strategic typographic
hierarchy to engage the audience in both facts and figures.
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Weyes Blood x Twin Peaks
DES 224 • Cielle Charon
When redesigning Weyes Blood’s latest album, Titanic
Rising, the approach came from a desire to marry the
grounded reality of Weyes Blood’s fourth mystical album
and the uncanny confusion of David Lynch’s Twin Peaks.
By allowing the design to be lead by both the music and
the show, the approach focused on typographic detail and
distinctive image treatment.
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Deluxe Edition Sleeve
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The Telling Exhibition
DES 225 • Cielle Charon
The Telling Exhibition brings patrons in from all across the country to
learn the history of tarot, see artwork from across decades, and maybe even
learn something about themselves along the way. Situated on the 5th floor
of Powell’s Downtown bookstore location, The Telling Exhibition is a
temporary installment where guests experience the traditional artwork and
purposes of tarot cards through modern and visually intriguing branding.

WELCOME
THE CARDS TOLD US
YOU’D BE STOPPING BY

FOLLOW PURPLE ARROWS
UP TO THE 5TH FLOOR
Tickets available for purchase at the counter
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ELEVATORS

DESIGN-UR-OWN TAROT
READING ROOM

VISCONTI SFORZA DECK
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SMITH-WAITE DECK

READING TABLE & NEON PSYCHIC SIGN DISPLAY

VR INTERACTIVE TAROT READER

CRAFTING TABLES & SUPPLIES

DECKS FROM DIFFERENT DECADES

ETTEILLA DECK

WELCOME
THE CARDS TOLD US
YOU’D BE STOPPING BY

FOLLOW PURPLE ARROWS
UP TO THE 5TH FLOOR
Tickets available for purchase at the counter

Event Tickets

Book Mark

Banner Sign
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One component of this exhibition
includes an interactive tarot
reading room that allows visitors
to chose a spread specific to them
and participate with the reading
through touch screen technology.
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The Telling Process Book
DES 225 • Cielle Charon
The brief for this project was to approach the creation of a museum
exhibition as its curator, designing both the contents of the exhibition
as well as its branding, way-finding, environmental graphics, and
deliverables. I was prompted to create a word mark, secondary brand
elements, and environmental graphics systems that translated the history
of tarot decks in a modernized, minimalist fashion to audiences visiting
Powell’s Bookstore in downtown Portland, Oregon. Emphasis was put
on iconography, way-finding, and spatial design to best fit the already
existing structure of the bookstore.
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The museum of Tarot would be on a secret floor of Powell’s that
visitors must find a take a special elevator to get to. Featuring
rare and collector’s item cards, this exhibition would feature
tarot decks from all across the globe, their meanings, and their
history. It would be structured much like a book store, with
rows of book shelves featuring the cards as well as blown up
poster-size renditions to see the different types of artwork
featured on the cards. Patrons could get their own tarot cards
read by our in-house tarot expert.

Occult
Dark
Mystery
Neon
Intrigue
Modern
Magic
Deck
Suits

Initial Concepts

Key Words
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So much of tarot is tied to the occult, astrology, and all things
mystical, it will be important to translate this feeling into the
branding of the exhibit. I was inspired by iconography that is
typically found within these realms. Hands, eyes, and moons
were the three icons I was most intrigued by.
The original Etteilla decks seemed similar to 70s art that often
goes hand in hand with witchy-occult design from the later
part of the 20th century.
I want to take this style and modernize it -- maybe
even futurize it. Using traditional tarot art, alongside
70s typography, and futuristic designs this exhibit will
bring the past into the future.
Visual Inspiration
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Visual Inspiration & Mood Board
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While doing research for both mood boards and environmental aspects of the space,
I was interested in finding inspiration through minimalistic branding, eye catching
colors, and a more modern treatment of type and tarot iconography. Since the space
was already partially constructed within the Powell’s building, it was crucial to build a
space that would fit well within the bookstore while feeling like it can stand a part too.
The plan was to keep to traditional aspects of the tarot, but attempt to translate them
into a more modern or futuristic space.

Environmental Inspiration & Research
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While figuring out a both a brand name and the draft
for my word-mark, I wanted to translate the old world
feel of tarot typography while making it fit into a 21st
century space. Many attempts included both type and
icons in the word-mark, but I wanted to stray from
anything too celestial. “The Telling” seemed to fit the
concept for a tarot deck exhibition because it clues the
audience into something occult related while leaving a
level of intrigue that requires them to skeek out more
information for themselves, much like tarot reading.
Brand Name Exploration & Word-mark Sketches
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CMYK
77/78/0/0

CMYK
62/60/0/0

The intial approach was to integrate a kaleidoscopic
color palette into the brand. The color palette
was bright, flashy, and varied to catch the viewer’s
eye. While this bold palette was different than
approaches I had taken in other projects, it wasn’t
directly tied to tarot card imagery and was difficult
to integrate. Not wanting to revert to a safe
monochromatic palette, I chose one color from this
palette that I felt represented tarot the most and
ran with it.
A spectrum of purple was chosen for this brand’s
color palette to reinstate that tarot was once only
made for royalty and because it is often associated
with divination, healing, and psychic work.
Color Palette

CMYK
34/34/0/0

CMYK
12/12/0/0
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Angel

Americana Roman

Ogg Roman

The Telling
La Historia Tarot
Fortune’s Folly
Divination of Decks

The Telling
La Historia Tarot
Fortune’s Folly
Divination of Decks

The Telling
La Historia Tarot
Fortune’s Folly
Divination of Decks

Apoc Dark

Glyphworld

Aperçu Mono

The Telling
La Historia Tarot
Fortune’s Folly
Divination of Decks

The Telling
La Historia Tarot
Fortune’s Folly
Divination of Decks

The Telling
La Historia Tarot
Fortune’s Folly
Divination of Decks

I sought out both modern serif and experimental typefaces to see which would
be better fitting to translation the historical aspects of tarot exhibited in a more
modern fashion. The type faces chosen, Ogg Roman and Aperçu Mono, enhance
the modernity of the brand while keeping with traditional undertones. While many
original decks had handwritten, calligraphic type, Ogg felt like the perfect substitute
as it captures a unique mix of calligraphic and typographic form found in the hand
lettering of 20th century books.
Type Studies
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Tarot decks are made up of both
Major Arcana as well as four
suits: Wands, Cups, Swords, and
Pentacles. These cards detail a
storyline of humanity’s spiritual
evolution into enlightenment
and individualization. It was
important to keep traditional tarot
elements alive within the brand
while finding a modern way to
translate them to present-day
audiences of all age groups.
Wands
Associated with the element of
fire, the suit of wands represents
passion, inspiration and willpower.
The wands imbue their users with
primal energy, for it is through
them that the cycle of creation can
begin. Because of their ability to
bring energy into any situation,
they are also associated with action,
ambition and making plans.
At their worst, they can refer to
situations that are filled with
recklessness and lack of direction.

Tarot Iconography Research

Cups
The suit of cups rules over all
that is associated with emotions,
the unconscious, creativity, and
intuition. They frequently talk
about relationships, whether
romantic or otherwise, and one’s
imagination and inner world. They
are associated with the element of
water, which becomes a frequent
visual theme within this suit.
At their worst, the cups suit is fret
with uncontrolled feelings and a
disconnect with one’s inner voice.
Swords
The swords is the suit of
intelligence, logic, truth, ambition,
conflict and communication. It is
associated with the element of air.
In readings, these cards focus on
the faculty and power of intellect,
which like the swords themselves,
are double-edged. This can be
used for both good or evil, to help
and to harm, and our greatest
conflicts usually come from this
delicate balance.

At their worst, the swords can be
abusive, harsh, and lack empathy.
Pentacles
The pentacles is the suit of all
things worldly and material.
Though we will immediately
think of the pentacles as relating
to financial matters, we also
can understand them as being
associated with security, stability,
nature, health, and prosperity.
The pentacles are of earth element.
When we see pentacles show
up in a reading, they are usually
concerned with your long term
future, career, generosity, your
household, business investments
and your feelings of sensuality.
The negative side of the pentacles
show up as greed, jealousy,
miserliness, and unbridled
ambition at the cost of all else.
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The Telling
The approach for both the word-mark
and secondary brand elements came
from a desire to marry the tradition of
tarot and modern branding styles. To
accomplish this, I primarily focused the
design to be minimalistic, sleek, and
visually intriguing to draw in the viewer
and inspire them to dig deeper into the
history of these cards upon first glance.

The Telling

The telling
tarot thru the ages

The Telling
Tarot Through the Ages

The Telling

Word-mark & Secondary Brand Element Digital Drafts
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Hall of History
Hall of History
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Details of the Decks

Decks Thru the Years
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Rare Room

Elevators

Tarot Readings

Decks Thru the Years

Design-Ur-Own

Tarot Readings

Design-ur-own Tarot

Hall of History

The exhibition planned to take place on the a
conceptual fourth floor of the downtown Powell’s
location. It would have a simple layout, leading patrons
around the space from the Hall of History, to Decks of
the Decades, to the Rare Room, a Design-Ur-Own Tarot
Studio, and finally through to the Reading Room.
Environmental Design Drafts
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Because the exhibtion takes place in an already established
store, it was imperative to fit the exhibit into Powell’s while
making sure it feels like its own space too. The initial concept
was to have the space exist in the Rare Books room, but
wanting to give the exhibit more autonomy, I ended up
creating a conceptual space around this room so that there
was room for multiple facets of the exhibition.
Signage and Way-finding Drafts
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Post Cards

App Mockup

Ticket Iteration

Tarot Through the Ages

ACE of CUPS
Three Card Spread

VIII

Future
Present

The general meaning in the Eight of Swords is that of
a feeling of being trapped and victimized. You may
feel powerless because, in your mind, you feel that
changing the situation might be beyond you. This feeling of helplessness that you have, the feeling that
you have no agency in your life, has played a major
role in making your situation worse.

Tarot Thru the Ages

Past

Open to the public
on the 5th level of
Powell’s Bookstore

5.20.20-6.15.20
PORTLAND, ORE.

Since I wanted this exhibition to have a more modern feel, I designed only a
few deliverables that included an app, a post card, and a ticket for the event.
The app was inspired by both Co-Star Astrology and a tarot reading app called
Golden Thread, that the audience could download upon entering the exhibit and
interact with once in the reading room.
Initial Deliverable Drafts
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WELCOME
THE CARDS TOLD US
YOU’D BE STOPPING BY

WELCOME
THE CARDS TOLD US
YOU’D BE STOPPING BY

FOLLOW PURPLE ARROWS
FOLLOW PURPLE ARROWS
UP TO THE 5TH FLOOR
Tickets available for purchase at the counter

UP TO THE 5TH FLOOR
Tickets available for purchase at the counter

Final Elements
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ELEVATORS

DESIGN-UR-OWN TAROT

Final Elements
READING ROOM

VISCONTI SFORZA DECK
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SMITH-WAITE DECK

READING TABLE & NEON PSYCHIC SIGN DISPLAY

VR INTERACTIVE TAROT READER

CRAFTING TABLES & SUPPLIES

DECKS FROM DIFFERENT DECADES

ETTEILLA DECK

Ogg Roman
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

Aperçu Mono
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

CMYK
78/77/0/0

CMYK
62/60/0/0

CMYK
34/34/0/0

CMYK
12/12/0/0
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Way-finding Through the Past:
How Helvetica Became the Typeface of the NYC Subway

“Out of the Labyrinth: A plea and a plan for improved passenger
information in the New York subways.”
Nearly a decade later during the 1960s, urban planners, architects,
DES 290 • Melissa Delzio
and graphic designers throughout the Western hemisphere became
intrigued by the systematic design of signage for cities, highways,
railways, subways and airports. Following the influx of many
European immigrants to the United States after WWII, came a
shift towards Modernist Design. Helvetica had caused a typographic
Before the New York City subway system had even formed, transit
revolution after being introduced in 1961. Like Midas turning things
lines consisted of three major systems: the IRT (Inter-borough Rapid
to gold, everything Helvetica touched became modern. Although
Transit), the BMT (Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit), and the IND
Helvetica was riding high, when Unimark was hired to assist the
(Independent Rapid Transit). The first signs found in the subways
MTA with its branding they boldly introduced Standard Medium as
were created by architects who worked at the IRT. These architects
the typeface in the 1970 New York City Transit Authority Graphic
established mosaic station names on platform walls which were
Standards Manual. While the differences between Helvetica and
composed of tiny tiles in both serif and sans-serif type and often
Standard Medium are so subtle even seasoned typographers may
styled in Roman Capitals. None of these signs were uniform and
mistake them for one another, Standard’s “J” ultimately led to its
each took on a large amount of variety across station signage. Handdownfall. The hook of Helvetica’s “J” had a much firmer curve and
painted, porcelain enamel signs were introduced around 1918, to
was therefore more distinguishable. Legibility was the number one
make it easier for riders to recognize their stop when first entering a
concern in choosing a typeface for the MTA, particularly choosing
subway station. By the 1950s, station names were silk-screened onto
one that was still legible while the reader was in motion. Between
the dulled tiles in black, geometrically constructed, and condensed
1980 and 1989, Helvetica slowly made its way into the NYCTA
sans-serif type. Soon, the NYC subways were adorned in many styles
signage and in December of 1989, it officially became the typeface of
creating a difficult system to upkeep. George Solomon, a typographic
New York City’s subway system.
designer at Appleton, Parsons & Co., finally drew attention to the
mess when he proposed an entire overhaul of the signage entitled,
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